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APPENDIX AAPPENDIX A

UTILIZATION OF THE 118 TO 137 MHZ BAND IN SOME HIGH TRAFFIC DENSITY UTILIZATION OF THE 118 TO 137 MHZ BAND IN SOME HIGH TRAFFIC DENSITY 
AREAS OF THE WORLDAREAS OF THE WORLD

1. PPRESENT UTILIZATION OF THE RESENT UTILIZATION OF THE 118118 TO  TO 137137  MHMHZ BANDZ BAND

The aeronautical mobile service in the VHF band utilizes DSB AM transmissions in a 25 kHz
channel system mainly for voice and some data communications.

1.1 Types of services and associated coverage requirementsTypes of services and associated coverage requirements

The 118 to 137 MHz band is used for a variety of services of which air traffic control is the
most important part.  However other types of communications also need to be carried out in this band.

Under the general provision of the appropriate ICAO Annexes, each region defines the
categories of services for which assignments are required.

1.1.1 Categorization of services in EuropeCategorization of services in Europe

Area control centres (ACC) are using frequencies within defined areas, sectors or
combination of sectors with four different maximum flight levels:

!  lower low FL 150 (ACC/LL)
!  low FL 250 (ACC/L)
!  intermediate FL 350 (ACC/I)
!  upper FL 450 (ACC/U)

Approach control (including departure) uses standard service ranges of three categories, low
(APP/L) with a coverage requirement of 25 NM up to FL 100, intermediate (APP/I) requiring 40 NM up to
FL 150 and high (APP/H) requiring 50 NM up to FL 250.

The tower service (TWR) and aerodrome flight information service (AFIS) have associated
coverage requirements of 25 NM/4 000 ft and 16 NM/3 000 ft respectively.

For broadcast of weather information (VOLMET), a range of 260 NM at FL 450 is used
and for airport terminal information service (ATIS) a range of 60 NM at FL 200 is used.

Flight inspection (FLT) of navigation and landing facilities, and research and development of
new aircraft and other equipment (RFT) is using ranges and heights as appropriate.

Other types of applications are normally designated air/ground (A/G) and may include
communications by small companies, government agencies or other users which do not form part of air traffic
services.  General aviation may be included in this group.  In this case they may be further divided into groups
like gliders (GLD), light aviation (NLA), helicopters (HEL), parachuting and others.
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Communications with aircraft on ground (AS) is using a separate sub-band and includes
taxiing information, clearance delivery, departure ATIS and other types of messages during the stay on the
aprons or the taxiway system.

For planning purposes the different types of uses (services) are grouped into protection
groups (PG) with standard volumes for which protection of the frequency is provided.  Exceptions from this
exist when operational requirements deviate from standards.  These standard groups are the following:

GGROUPROUP SSERVICEERVICE PPROTECTED VOLUMEROTECTED VOLUME

PG - AS Assignments in special sub-bands.

PG 0 NLA Assignments on specific unprotected
reserved frequencies.

PG 1 TWR 25 NM, 4 000 ft above aerodrome.

PG 2 APP/L 25 NM, FL 100.

PG 3 APP/I 40 NM, FL 150.

PG 4 APP/H,
ACC/L

50 NM, FL 250
within specified area, FL 250.

PG 5 ACC/U
VOLMET

Within specified area, FL 450
To line-of-sight at FL 450

PG A ATIS 60 NM, FL 200.  When used for departure
only, the service is using the AS sub-band.

PG B AFIS 16 NM, 3 000 ft above aerodrome.

PG C ACC/LL Within specified area, FL 150

PG D ACC/I Within specified area, FL 350

For some cases it has been found efficient to register for a State an assignment called national aerodromes,
this entry covering a large number of individual assignments in that State.  The individual services used within
such an assignment may cover flight inspection, helicopter operations, operational control and general aviation
uses.  Currently within the core area of Europe 225 assignments to national aerodromes use 130 channels;
air traffic services (ATS) of other States are also assigned on these channels as no one single State has the
prerogative to one single frequency.  The many individual assignments made within the States national
aerodromes assignment allow some reduced separation standards to be applied nationally thereby considerably
increasing the spectrum usage efficiency.  However, the internationally agreed separation standards are
applied with respect to the ATS services of other States on the same channel.
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1.1.2 Categorization of ATS services in the United StatesCategorization of ATS services in the United States

VHF air-ground air traffic services are broken into two categories in the United States,
namely en-route and terminal services.  The en-route service uses frequencies within defined sector
boundaries in the following airspace:

Low altitude : Surface ! FL 230
High altitude : FL 180 ! FL 450*

Super high altitude : FL 330 ! FL 600*

* In special cases the altitude may be extended to FL 600

The terminal services use frequencies with the following service range and coverage
requirements:

Approach/departure control :  60 NM, Surface ! FL 200
Local control/flight info :  30 NM, Surface ! FL 100
Ground control/clearance delivery :  Surface

1.1.3 Categorization of services in CanadaCategorization of services in Canada

The use of the VHF band is divided into three main categories of services in Canada namely
general aviation (GA), operational control (AOC) and ATS.  The air traffic services category is further broken
into the flight advisory service, the en-route service and the terminal service with the latter two being positive
air traffic control.

These services use frequencies within defined service areas as follows:

CCATEGORY OF SERVICEATEGORY OF SERVICE FFUNCTIONUNCTION SSERVICE AREAERVICE AREA

General aviation Assignments of specific unprotected
frequencies.

Operation control Assignments in a special sub-band

ATS en-route Low altitude

High altitude

Super high altitude
* In special cases the altitude may be
extended to FL 600

Surface ! FL 230

FL 180 ! FL 450*

FL 330 ! FL 600

ATS terminal Approach/departure control

Local control/flight advisory

Ground control/clearance delivery

60 NM, Surface ! FL 200

30 NM, Surface ! FL 100

Surface
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1.2 Distribution over geographical areasDistribution over geographical areas

The utilization of the band varies within each region.  The present or near-term problem of
frequency congestion in a number of higher traffic density areas of the world is generally limited to a sub-area
or sub-areas of these regions.  For the purpose of this study and report, three areas were considered:

a) Europe

The core area of Europe regarding the VHF congestion problem is taken here to be the
area bounded by the 45 N and 55 N parallels and the 05 W and 12 E lines of
longitude, totalling 392 000 square nautical miles (see Figure 1).

b) The United States

A representative higher traffic density area of the United States (US) comparable in
size to the “core” area of Europe was selected, consisting of eighteen States in the
North East totalling nearly 364 000 square nautical miles (see Figure 2).

c) Canada

A representative higher traffic density area of Canada consisting of a 200 nautical mile
radius area centred in Toronto, Ontario which comprises a total of nearly 126 000
square nautical miles (see Figure 3).

The purpose of presenting these examples was to highlight that frequency congestion
presently exists or will be a near-term future problem in a number of higher traffic density areas of the world.
Because of the many technical, operational, regulatory and institutional differences that exist between these
areas, a direct comparison of data is not possible, nor is a direct comparison relevant to this study.

1.2.1 Channel assignments in EuropeChannel assignments in Europe

Setting apart the emergency channels and associated guard bands, and the international AOC
channels, there is a potential of 720 channels available to meet the international ATC and national
requirements in Europe.
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Figure 1.  The selected higher traffic density are of EuropeFigure 1.  The selected higher traffic density are of Europe
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Figure 2.  The selected higher traffic density area of the United States*Figure 2.  The selected higher traffic density area of the United States*

*Note.! As indicated in this map, this area consists of the States of Connecticut, Delaware, Illinois,
Indiana, Kentucky, Maryland, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New York, North
Carolina, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, Tennessee, Vermont, Virginia and West Virginia.
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Figure 3.  The selected higher traffic density area of CanadaFigure 3.  The selected higher traffic density area of Canada
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Table 1.  Total VHF channel availabilityTable 1.  Total VHF channel availability

TTYPE OF SERVICEYPE OF SERVICE CCHANNELSHANNELS

Aircraft operational control 32

Air traffic systems* 720

Other (emergency, SAR, incl. guard)    8

Total channels available 760
* 130 of these channels are shared by “National
Aerodromes” assignments (see 1.1.1).

Table 2.  Total ATS assignments/channels used in the areaTable 2.  Total ATS assignments/channels used in the area

SSERVICEERVICE AASSIGNMENTSSSIGNMENTS DDISCRETE CHANNELSISCRETE CHANNELS**

Terminal 1 401 400

En-route 376 337

ATIS/VOLMET 73 61

Miscellaneous  460 178

Total 2 310
* Channels are shared for various types of services.

Table 3.  Channels used and not used in the areaTable 3.  Channels used and not used in the area

CCHANNELHANNEL UUSEDSED NNOT OT UUSEDSED TTOTALOTAL

100 kHz 174 4 178

 50 kHz 176 4 180

 25 kHz  330  32 362

680 40 720

The channels not occupied in the area considered are due to co-channel assignments to large area
services just outside the area considered and adjacent channel protection considerations inside that area.  This
is demonstrated by an attempt to assess how many possibilities for new requirements can still be met right in
the centre of the area.
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Table 4.  Capability to satisfy new requirementsTable 4.  Capability to satisfy new requirements

TTYPE OF SERVICEYPE OF SERVICE AAVAILABLE CHANNELSVAILABLE CHANNELS

ACC/U 0

ACC/L 0

VOLMET 0

APP/H 0

ATIS 0

APP/I 0

APP/L 1

TWR 2

AFIS 5

1.2.2 Channel assignments in the selected area of the United StatesChannel assignments in the selected area of the United States

The following information pertains to the 118 to 136 MHz band segment.  The channel allotment
procedures in the United States provide for 556 channels to meet international and national ATS
requirements.  The following information summarizes the present channel use and frequency assignments
within the selected area.

Table 5.  Total VHF channel availabilityTable 5.  Total VHF channel availability

TTYPE OF SERVICEYPE OF SERVICE CCHANNELSHANNELS

Aircraft operational Control 128

Air traffic systems 556

Other aeronautical services (e.g.
UNICOM)

 36

Total channels available 720
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Table 6.  Total ATS assignments/channels used in areaTable 6.  Total ATS assignments/channels used in area

SSERVICEERVICE AASSIGNMENTSSSIGNMENTS DDISCRETE CHANNELSISCRETE CHANNELS**

Terminal** 1 406 353

En-route*** 384 282

Flight services  253 19

Total 2 043
* Channels are shared for various types of services.
** Includes two back-up assignments not protected.
*** Includes twenty back-up assignments not protected.

Table 7.  Channels used and not usedTable 7.  Channels used and not used

CCHANNELSHANNELS UUSEDSED NNOT USEDOT USED TTOTALOTAL

100 kHz 130 9 139

 50 kHz 128 11 139

 25 kHz  202  76  278

460 *96 556
* Note.! Some of these channels may not be available due
to frequency assignment engineering constraints.

A number of the ninety-six channels not used in this area are still available to be considered
for assignment in this area; the assignment potential at a particular location within the area is reduced by:

a) the present frequency assignment density near that location;

b) the co-channel assignments to large service areas near the location; and

c) adjacent channel protection considerations.

In addition to this channel assignment potential, twenty channels within the 136 to
136.975 MHz band have been allotted to meet ATS requirements.  The other twenty channels in this
sub-band have been allotted to AOC or have been reserved.
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1.2.3 Channel assignments in the selected area of CanadaChannel assignments in the selected area of Canada

The following information pertains to the 118 to 136 MHz band segment.  The channel
allotment procedures Canada provides for 521 channels to meet international and national ATS requirements.
The following information summarizes the present channel use and frequency assignments within the selected
area.

Table 8.  Total VHF channel availabilityTable 8.  Total VHF channel availability

TTYPE OF SERVICEYPE OF SERVICE CCHANNELSHANNELS

Aircraft operational control 128

Air traffic systems 521

Other aeronautical services  71

Total channels available 720

Table 9.  Total assignments and channels used in areaTable 9.  Total assignments and channels used in area

SSERVICEERVICE AASSIGNMENTSSSIGNMENTS DDISCRETE CHANNELSISCRETE CHANNELS**  

Terminal 224 153

En-route 84 79

Flight advisory services 60 40

Miscellaneous  10 10

Total 378
* Channels are shared for various types of services.

While this data shows that only 257 out of 521 possible channels have been used in making
assignments in the subject area, this does not give a true indication of the congestion problem which can be
affected by frequency assignments as far away as 600 NM from the subject area. An estimation of the extent
of frequency congestion was made with the following results:

a) no assignments possible for a service volume of 150 NM to FL 450;

b) ten possible assignments for a service volume of 130 NM to FL 450; and

c) fourteen possible assignments for a service volume of 40 NM to FL 230.
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2. PPROTECTION CRITERIAROTECTION CRITERIA

General considerations for protection of ATS assignments are given in Annex 10.  Some
regions apply criteria that vary from that described in Annex 10 to allow for more spectrally efficient frequency
planning.

2.1 EuropeEurope

Most recently, the co-channel protection criterium for most low altitude assignments has been
based on the 14 dB desired to undesired ration (5:1 distance ratio), unless the radio line-of-sight yields a
shorter distance, as also employed in the United States and Canada.  The co-channel protection for high
altitude (en-route) assignments is specified as line-of-sight (horizon distances) in accordance with the criteria
established in Annex 10.

Adjacent channel protection is 10 NM between a ground transmitter and an adjacent channel
service volume edge.  As this criterium is based on the reduced probability of two aircraft on adjacent
channels being close enough to interfere, it is less stringent than the 0.6 NM protection specified between
edges of adjacent channel service volumes in the United States.

2.2 United StatesUnited States

The co-channel protection for all assignments is engineered by using the 5:1 distance ratio,
unless the radio line-of-sight yields a shorter distance.

This criterium has been used in the United States for over twenty years.  This distance ratio
allows for additional assignments than using the line-of-sight distance criterium in Annex 10, for most service
volume sizes.

The adjacent channel protection criterium is 0.6 NM between the edges of adjacent service
volumes.  This is less stringent than the 3 NM separation criterium specified in Annex 10.

2.3 CanadaCanada

The co-channel protection is based on a desired to undesired signal ratio of 14 dB unless the
radio line-of-sight gives a shorter distance.

The adjacent channel protection is 3 NM separation between service volumes except to
frequencies designated as 50 kHz assignments.  The 50 kHz assignments are to frequencies providing
services to visual flight rules (VFR) aircraft and are given an 8 dB desired to undesired signal ratio to adjacent
25 kHz assignments.

! ! ! ! ! ! ! !


